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Abstract: Tasks that take not only text but also image as inputs, such as Visual Question Answering (VQA), have
received growing attention and become an active research field in recent years. In this study, we consider the task of
Visual Question Classification (VQC), where a given question containing both text and an image needs to be classified
into one of predefined categories for a Community Question Answering (CQA) site. Our experiments use real data
from a major Japanese CQA site called Yahoo Chiebukuro. To our knowledge, our work is the first to systematically
compare diﬀerent deep learning approaches on VQC tasks for CQA. Our study shows that the model that uses HieText
for text representation, ResNet50 for image representation, and Multimodal Compact Bilinear pooling for combining
the two representations achieved the highest performance in the VQC task.
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1.

Introduction

Deep learning approaches, such as Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), have been
widely used in classification tasks in the field of computer vision
and natural language processing due to promising results [9][11]
[12] in the past few years. Recently, tasks that combine vision
with language and reasoning, such as Visual Question Answering (VQA) [1] [16], which take both text and image as inputs,
have expanded rapidly and become a popular research field. This
study considers the task of Visual Question Classification (VQC),
where the goal is to classify a given question containing both
text and image to one of predefined categories from a major
Japanese Community Question Answering (CQA) site called Yahoo Chiebukuro (i.e., a Japanese equivalent of Yahoo! Answers).
CQA sites oﬀer services that allow users to post questions and
those posted questions are generally organized into categories.
Our experiments used real data posted from 2013 to 2014 in
Yahoo Chiebukuro. As the VQA task takes both text and image as inputs, we extracted a subset of the questions that contain an image for our experiments. Figure 1 shows an example
of a posted question containing both text and image in Yahoo
Chiebukuro site. There are approximately 5% of the posted questions containing both text and image from 2013 to 2014 in the
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Fig. 1

An example of a question containing both text and image posted in
Yahoo Chiebukuro.

Yahoo Chiebukuro corpus. In our study, we analyze the VQC
task from three aspects: text representation, image representation, and a method for combining for the two representations.
Our study shows that the model that uses HieText for text representation, ResNet50 for image representation, and Multimodal
Compact Bilinear pooling for combining the two representations
achieved the highest performance in the VQC task.

2.

Related Work

Several recent papers have begun to explore tasks that consider
both vision and language as inputs. One famous example is VQA
[1][6][16], where given an image with a question about the im1
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Fig. 2 Real example from Yahoo Chiebukuro dataset, where the posted text
is not related to the posted image. (An image of Ultra-Man. Due to
copyright reasons, we can not show the image.)

age, VQA task is to provide an answer to the question. There are
also other examples such as image captioning [4][7], where the
task is to automatically describe the content of an image, and visual grounding [18][3], where the task is to localize an object in
an image by a textual query phrase. These task are related to our
VQC task as these tasks combine vision with language. We are
not aware of any existing studies on VQC except for the work by
Tamaki et al. [8], who explored diﬀerent methods for combining
text and image features. In contrast to their work, we consider
not only the combination methods but also how the two representations eﬀect the performance of our experimental models in the
VQC task.
Deep learning approaches are widely used in tasks that involved with both vision and languages [13][4][3]. CNN has
proven to be very eﬀective and has shown its power for learning image features [10][5]. ResNet [5], a pre-trained CNN network from large-scale image corpus, is widely used to extract
features from images in VQA task [13][3][14]. Hence, we also
apply ResNet50 [5] to our VQC task as one of the image representations and compare its performance with a 3-layers CNN.
RNN, especially Long Short Term Memory (LSTM), is widely
used to represent sentences or phrases in VQA and visual grounding tasks [18][3]. To compare the performance between LSTM
and CNN, we apply both CNN and LSTM as text representations
in our VQC task. In VQA task, Lu et al. [13] introduce a hierarchical architecture question representation, which applied word
embedding, 1-dimensional CNN and LSTM encoding. We concatenate outputs of word embedding, 1-dimensional CNN, and
LSTM from their question representation and use it as one of the
text representations in our VQC task. This text representation
outperforms the other two text representations and is the best text
representation in our experiments.
In VQA and image grounding tasks, Fukui et al. [3] introduce MCB, a method of combining image and text representations by randomly projecting the image and text representations
to a higher dimensional space and convolve both vectors using
element-wise product. Tamaki et al. [8] applied a method called
SP for combining image and text representations, which simply
concatenates the sum and element-wise product of the two representations. Our experiments explore both MCB and SP.
Although tasks that involve both visual and language share
similar network structures, there is one big diﬀerence between the
VQC task and other VQA, image captioning, and image grounding tasks. Diﬀerent from other tasks, VQC tasks evaluate models
using real data posted in a CQA site. Questions from CQA tend
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Fig. 3

Given both text and image (real example from Yahoo Chiebukuro
dataset) as inputs, the task of VQC is to classified the text and image
into one of the predefined categories.

to be longer, and more diverse in terms of quality, than those from
other tasks. For example, some users may post a question with an
image that are not related to the question. Figure 2 shows a real
example posted in Yahoo Chiebukuro where the posted text is
not related to the posted image. In contrast, text and image from
VQA, image captioning, and image grounding tasks are highly
related to each other because these tasks require the understanding of reasoning from both image and text.

3.

Experiments

This section gives an introduction of our task, experimental
models, dataset, and some setting in the experiments.
3.1 Task and models
In this study, we consider the task of VQC. Given a question
containing both text and an image, the task is to provide a
category for the question from one of predefined categories.
The VQC task in our experiment is 14 categories VQC task,
where questions need to be classified into 14 top-level categories obtained from a major Japanese CQA site called Yahoo
Chiebukuro. An example of a VQC task is shown in Figure 3.
Refer to Figure 3, the network structure of VQC model can
be divided into three part: text representation, image representation, and combination methods. As a result, we prepared
our experiments and models based on the following three aspects:
( 1 ) Text Representation 3CNN, LSTN, and HieText are prepared as text representations in our experiments. We freeze
the choice of image representation and combination method
to 5CNN and SP for our VQC models.
3CNN Text representation from the output of a 3-layers
CNN model, which contains randomly initialized word embedding, 2-dimensional convolution, and a dropout applied
in the fully connected layer;
LSTM Text representation from an LSTM model’s last
hidden layer features, which contains randomly initialized
word embedding, LSTM units, and a dropout applied in the
fully connected layer;
HieText Concatenation of the 3 levels language representations: word level, phase level, and sentence level
from [13], which contains randomly initialized word
embedding, 1-dimensional convolution, max pooling
across diﬀerent n-grams at each word, LSTM encoding,
2
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and a dropout applied in the fully connected layer;
( 2 ) Image Representation 5CNN and ResNet50 are prepared
as image representations in our experiments. We freeze
the choice of text representation and combination method to
3CNN and SP for our VQC models.
5CNN Image representation from a 5-layer CNN model,
which contains 2-dimensional convolution, batch normalization, and max pooling;
ResNet50 Image representation from the last feature maps
with input shape of (7, 7, 2048) of a pre-trained ResNet-50
model [5];
( 3 ) Combination methods MCB and SP are prepared as combination methods in our experiments. We freeze the choice
of text and image representations to 3CNN and 5CNN for
our VQC models.
SP Concatenate the sum and element-wise product of text
and image features and pass it to the fully connected layer.
This method was introduced and used in [8];
MCB Generate a joint image and text representation
(1,024*1,024 → 2,048) using MCB [3] and pass it to the
fully connected layer;
3.2 Dataset
We evaluate our models using a subset of the Yahoo
Chiebukuro corpus from 2013 to 2014. The subset contains
1,018,833 questions. Each question contains a text-image pair,
along with corresponding categories assigned by human judges.
In our experiment, we use the 14 major top-level categories
shown in Table 1 and divide the subset into 3 splits with the 8:1:1
ratio: train, validation, and test, each of which contains 815,066,
101,884, and 101,883 questions, respectively.
Table 1
Label
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14 major top-level categories (originally in Japanese).

Category Name
Entertainment and Hobbies
Liberal Arts and Learning, Science
Health, beauty and fashion
Life and living guide
Internet, PC and home appliances
Sports, outdoor, cars
Life and romance, worries of human relations
News, politics, international situation
Region, Travel, Outing
Parenting and school
Manners, ceremonial occasions
Computer technology
Business, economy and money
Occupation and career

# of questions
279069
171986
130465
126664
114200
69613
39629
24669
23656
13909
11173
5269
4833
3698

3.3 Dataset imbalance problem
Table 1 shown that there is a class imbalance problem in our
evaluation dataset, that is, the size of ’Entertainment and Hobbies’ category is ten times larger than half of all categories. The
’Entertainment and Hobbies’ category is a major class in our
dataset, where it has more number of data in the dataset, while
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half of other categories are minor classes due to their relatively
less number of data [2]. This will lead to a problem that VQC
models are more focusing on classifying data from the major class
while ignoring or misclassifying data from minor classes. It is
also possible that VQC models predict most data as major class
and ignore other minor classes, which will lead to poor classification rates on minor classes.
We tackle this problem by adding some class weights in the
cost function of our models during training. For example, for
a question x and the corresponding model output y, the cross entropy loss L can be calculated in Equation 1, where j is the correct
category, w j is the category weight for the category j and N j is the
number of questions in category j.
L = −w j log y j
wj ∝

1
Nj

(1)

Hence, misclassification of minor classes will have higher
weights than the major class, that is, errors are considered more
costly in minor classes than the major class. This will prevent the
biases towards the major class in our VQC models.
3.4 Experimental Setting
For all experimental models, we set the randomly initialized
word embedding dimension to be 256 and the input text length to
be 160 in word-level, which covered 90% of the questions used in
our experiment. As for the image representation, We use the input
image size 224*224 for both 5CNN and pre-trained ResNet50 [5].
For training, we use a mini-batch size of 128.

4.

Results and Analysis

This section report our experimental results and analyze reasons behind those results.
4.1 Experimental results
Table 2 shows the macro-averaged F1 scores for diﬀerent experimental models on our VQC test set. Equation 2 shows the
formula for computing macro-averaged F1 scores, where N is the
number of categories, T Pi , FPi , FPi is True Positive, False Positive, and False Negative respectively for each category i.
T Pi
T Pi + FPi
T Pi
Recalli =
T Pi + FNi
2T Pi
Precisioni ∗ Recalli
=
F1i = 2
Precisioni + Recalli
2T Pi + FPi + FNi
N
1 ∑
F1(Macro − averaged) =
F1i
N i=1
Precisioni =

(2)

It can be observed that for diﬀerent text representations:
3CNN, LSTM, HieText, with the same image representation
(5CNN) and combination methods (SP), the performance in terms
of macro-averaged F1 scores improves 17.1% and 17.5% when
we replace text representation from 3CNN to LSTM and HieText,
respectively.
3
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Fig. 4

Distributions of correct prediction accuracy for diﬀerent text representation models over diﬀerent
question length ranges.

Table 2 Experimental results on VQC test set.
Models (Text-Image-Combine)
3CNN-5CNN-SP
LSTM-5CNN-SP
HieText-5CNN-SP
3CNN-ResNet50-SP
3CNN-5CNN-MCB
HieText-ResNet50-MCB

macro-averaged F1 scores (%)
50.2
67.1
67.5
51.1
53.1
68.2

For image representations, we compare the performance of
5CNN with a pre-trained ResNet50 using the same text representation (3CNN) and combination methods (SP). The performance in terms of macro-averaged F1 scores improves 0.9%
when we replace image representation from 5CNN to a pretrained ResNet50. For two combination methods used in our experiments with the same text representation (3CNN) and image
representation (5CNN), MCB improve the performance in terms
of macro-averaged F1 scores by 2.9% compare to SP.
Furthermore, we choose the best text representation (HieText)
along with the best image representation (ResNet50) with the best
combination methods (MCB) in our experiments, we can further
improve the performance in terms of macro-averaged F1 scores
of our baseline model (3CNN-5CNN-SP) by 18%.
Table 3 shows the Tukey HSD (Honestly Significant Diﬀerences) p-values and eﬀect sizes (i.e., standardised mean diﬀerences) based on two-way ANOVA (without replication) [15]. It
can be observed that our best model (HieText-ResNet50-MCB)
statistically significantly outperforms 3CNN-5CNN-SP, 3CNNResNet50-SP, and 3CNN-5CNN-MCB.
4.2 Text length analysis
Figure 4 shows the correct prediction accuracy with diﬀerent question length ranges for diﬀerent text representations with
the same image representation and combination methods. For
text representation, we found that 3CNN and LSTM are comparable when question lengths are small, e.g., <10, then LSTM
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gets increasing advantage over 3CNN when meet longer questions. Moreover, our best model, HieText-5CNN-SP outperforms
3CNN and LSTM for both short and long questions.
4.3 Case studies
We also did some case studies for comparing CNN with LSTM.
Table 4 shows two examples from Yahoo Chiebukuro. One is an
example in which 3CNN predicts correctly while LSTM predicts
incorrectly. The other is an example in which LSTM predicts
correctly while 3CNN predicts incorrectly. Generally speaking,
CNNs are considered good at extracting keywords in text, while
LSTM tend to classify text based on the entire sentence [17].
It can be observed that our 3CNN-5CNN-SP model extracts
keywords such as “car”, “window”, or “water” and it predicts
“Sports, outdoor, car” category. On the other hand, LSTM predict
the first example wrong as category “Life and living guide”. One
possible reason for this incorrect prediction is that LSTM seems
to capture feature from “Please lend me your wisdom” in the first
example as we use the last hidden state from LSTM to represent
the question. In the second example, one possible reason that
CNN predicts incorrectly is that it capture some keywords such
as “listening”, “people”, “laughing”, while LSTM predict the correct category based one the entire sentence.
4.4 Confusion matrix heatmap analysis
Figure 5 shows the confusion matrix heatmap our experimental models. It can be observed that our experimental models tends
to misclassify questions from Category 11 (“Computer technology”) into Category 4 (“Internet, PC and home appliance”). The
above tendency is because the questions posted in “Computer
technology” is similar to the questions posted in “Internet, PC
and home appliance”. In fact, it is probably diﬃcult for humans to judge whether a given questions belongs to one of these
categories and not the other. Figure 6 shows a real example

4
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Table 3 Tukey HSD p-values and eﬀect sizes (i.e., standardised mean diﬀerences).

HieText-5CNN-SP

-

HieText-5CNN-SP
p = 0.0000
ES = 1.9411
p = 0.9474
ES = 0.0763
-

3CNN-ResNet50-SP

-

-

-

-

3CNN-5CNN-MCB

-

-

-

-

3CNN-5CNN-SP
LSTM-5CNN-SP

LSTM-5CNN-SP
p = 0.0000
ES = 1.8354
-

Table 4

3CNN-ResNet50-SP
p = 0.6323
ES = 0.1309
-

3CNN-5CNN-MCB
p = 0.2906
ES = 0.2944
-

-

-

HieText-ResNet50-MCB
p = 0.0000
ES = 2.0627
p = 0.5608
ES = 0.2802
p = 0.7519
ES = 0.2137
p = 0.0000
ES = 2.1122
p = 0.0000
ES = 1.6152

Real example from Yahoo Chiebukuro dataset.

Gold

3CNN-5CNN-SP

LSTM-5CNN-SP

Posted text (originally in Japanese).
When I wash my car, I forgot to roll up the window and the window got stained with water and it could not be removed even if
you wiped it. How to remove water stains from the window?
Please lend me your wisdom.

Sports, outdoor, cars

Sports, outdoor, cars

Life and living guide

Liberal Arts and Learning,
Science

Life and living guide

Liberal Arts and Learning,
Science

If you are confident in English listening, please let me know.
People start laughing around 2:33 in this video. Why is that?
Please let me know as much as possible.

(a) 3CNN-5CNN-SP

(b) LSTM-5CNN-SP

(c) HieText-5CNN-SP

(d) 3CNN-ResNet50-SP

(e) 3CNN-5CNN-MCB

(f) HieText-ResNet50-MCB

Fig. 5 Confusion matrix heatmap.

Fig. 6

Real example posted in Yahoo Chiebukuro, where “Computer Technology” is assigned by human judges while our best model (HieTextResNet50-MCB) classified it as “Internet, PC and home appliances”.
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Fig. 7 Correct prediction accuracy of 3CNN-5CNN-SP and HieTextResNet50-MCB for diﬀerent categories.
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posted in Yahoo Chiebukuro dataset, where “Computer Technology” is assigned by human judges while our best model (HieTextResNet50-MCB) misclassified it as “Internet, PC and home appliances”. Diﬀerent people may have diﬀerent views about the
category for this question. From our point of view, “Internet,
PC and home appliances” seems to be more appropriate for the
question, as the question in Figure 6 is asking information about
Ethernet communication, which is more related to Internet.
Although there are problems in “Computer technology” category and “Internet, PC and home appliances” category. Figure 7
shows that our best model (HieText-ResNet50-MCB) improves
the correct prediction accuracy in all categories compared with
our baseline (3CNN-5CNN-SP) model.
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